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ROXANNE E BRADSHAW, SecretarpTreasurer

December 1983

Dean Colleague:

.7

Teachers recommend the publication A 'Nation At Risk and the
other major education reports of 1983. We welcome their calls for a
new national commitment to educational excellence.

1'

We join the reports in calling for higher standards for students,
more and better materials, more educational opportunities, better
content in curricula and \materials; and_ more concern for nourishing
students' individual aptitudes.

We remind everyone that educational equity and excellence are
inseparable. One cannot be achieved without the other. We must
continue to strive to educate all of our students to the best of their
own potentials.

We -applaud the nearly unanimous gait in these reports for new
opportunities for career growth for teachers. Teachers neea more
quality teaching time and more incentives, both professional and
economic, to enter and remain in the classroom.

A Nation At Risk and t* other
for our, profession and our natiott.
excellence.. And they warn that
disaster.

reports can be taken a guide
They recommend an agenda for
doing nothing invites national

The reports give us hope. The debate over them gives us confi-
dence% But only if the concerns are translated into concrete
programt will we have a real foundation on which to build quality
education and a future for our nation even brighter than the past.

Sincerely,.

Mary Hatwood Futrell
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A GUIDE FROM TEACHERS

TO
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A NATION AT RISK AND OTHER STUDIES

4

s
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1 A Nation At Risk and nine other studies considered, here more
briefly have generated unprecedented , public -.interest, political
interest, and professional interest in education by teachers ,and

.

others. This Interest can be found in every school, in every, school
district, in)every state legislature, and in numerous federal forums.

Already the attention .focused on educatiqg has brought about
positive results in state after state -- action 'toward educational

excellence; action to implement recommendations; action to stem the
rising_tide_o_EmediocritySuch_action ,o.f. course,_is--a-11tothe:-goed
But it also requires support that can only be provided by federal
leadership and federal furl ha<rg.'

All of the studies view the classroom teacher a,S cenZral to any
plan to improve education. Teacher recruitment,/teacher education,

teacher certification,' teacher performance, teacher advancement,

teacher pay, teacher autonomy- -all are colisilered in the national
.reports.

The five major recommendations in A Nation At Risk are

considered here .from the perspective of the classroom teacher. Their
comments and suggestions give new dimensions tb the imperative for
educational reform. Strategies for reform must be based on honest
dialogue and thoughtful consensus. These comments then are an act

/
of faith on the part of the' tegching professi nfalth in the future of..
our system of free public education.

-
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RECOMMENDATION A: CONTENT

WE RECOMMEND that state and local high school graduation
requireinents- be strengthened and that, at a minimum, all students

. seeking a diploma be required to lay the foundations in the Five New
Basics by taking the following curriculum. during their 4 years of high
school: (a) 4. years of English; (b) 3 years of mathematics; (c) 3_____years of science; (d) 3 years of social studies; and (e) one-half year
of computer science. For the college-bound, 2 years of foreign
language ;in high school are strongly. recommended in addition to those
taken earlier. (A' Nation At Risk, p. 21i.) -,

"

.
,-

. .
Among the 1 five recommendations in this report, the most

important is this one on the curriculum. Teachers enthusiastically
support this recoromendation. Curriculum planners; school adminis-
ff-ators, teaeihets, andother educators havilong been frustrated by
the lack of time and opportunity to help students acquire essential
knowledge. .4i: .

Information now -doubles every seven% years; yet Ole school time
spent on social sciences, physical sciences, and on basic communication

- 4- a
skills has not increased.. Clearly, all young:people need tounderstand

.. how to use computers.

This major recommendation is followed by nine "Implementing
.L. .

Recommendations." In the first five, the Commission specifies the

knowledge and skills that students should attain as a result of

studying Ensfttsti, mathematics, science, social studies, and computer
science Generally,. teachers have found these five recommendations
helpfi,i1 and copsisant with all that is known- about these subjects.
Many school boards and other policy makers, however, may believe the
Commission has .exceetied its mandate by overly -specifying the kinds of
detailed outcopies found here."

Experienced high
.
sciiool teachers are amused to bear these

,
courses called the "new basics" since these are required courses

'(except for computer science) of most high sthools.
. Four- other Implementing, Recommendations follow. Number six

urges four. to six years of study in foreign Janguage, beginning in the
elementary grades.% Many teachers would go even further. They

would urge an evert longer period of study beginning in the early
years and extending through high school.. But even the kind of
program proposed .by the Commission would cost quite a bit. Are the

..
.

I
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American people rea'dy to place that kind of priority on literacy in a
second language? . .

The seventh recommendation, which deals with electives, calls for
programs in the, fine and performing arts and vocational education. A

_. ft, . .
great many teachers.. believe the arts and a program of career

awareness should be 'part of-the basic curricUlum.
Implementing Recommendation

. eightt.,,
covered in-the first eight grades and
learning and developing ihdivid.ual ',gifts
'to note that A Nation At Risk and most

lists content that should be
calls for moreenthuslasm for
and talents. It is interesting
other major studies give only

passing reference' to the elementary- school,' which .implies that
American-elementary edUe-Stion is tn reasonabIli good sfia15.1. Is.

In the ninth implementing Recommendation, the Commission urges
greater cqoperation ,among teachers, scholars, and representatives of
business and industry in improving the quality of the school program.

1

Teachers wholeheartedly agree and they stand ready to work with
those who "will help them and their students to be as good as they can
be.

RECOMMENDATION B: STANDARDS AND EXPECTATIONS

WE 'RECOMMEND that schools,. colleges, and universities adopt more
rigorous and measurable standards, 'and. higher expectations, for
academic peiformanee and student conduct, and that 4 -year colleges
and universities raise their requirements forwhnission, This t.n.Z help
students ,do their best educationally with challenging. materials in an
environment that supports learning and authentic aecompIisthment. SA
Nation At 'Risk, p. 27.)

. .

Where teachers, parents, and the community expect high student
achievement, much is accomplished. Teachers, therefore, welcome the
recommendation that more rigorous standards ,be.

. .

The Commission lists' eight Implementing Recommendations. The

first addresses the issue of grades. Teachers know that students feel
more comfortable when -they understarid that grades are highly
regai-ded and are carefully determined. They expect regular grading

.or
. and pike a high ?alueon gl'ades. .-

p, .
The second Implementing - Recommendation, which deals with

admission standards-of universities and colleges, suggests that high

is
7 . I



schools and colleges .work together more closely. By coupling college
,

entrance reqvi. rements to the high sphool curriculum rooted in the five
basics, students' preparation will be more focused and, consequently,
more thoeough. 4, - °

Th9 third Implemettting ,Recommenelation concerns standardized.
tests. Experienced teachers know that these tests are useful only'

. . . .
when they are used as part of a larger effprt to assess student
progress.

Implementing Recommendations
I

four through eight focus on the!
- '.need to improve the quality of textbooks and other instructional

materials. These are recommendations which teachers, long accustomeds.'

'tcr-erring-outdated and irrelevant books, welcome enthusiastically- _ _,

- 4 ` \.

. i \

-
RECOMMENDATION C: TIME

WE RECOMMEND that signifiean4 more
ilea, Basics. This vii require more
school daVV__longer school day, or a
Nation At Risk, p. 29.)

time be devoted to learning the
effeetiv,e use of the existing"

lengOened school year, (A.

Teachers support the call for more effective use of time because
.

they well know the many ways it is lost during the ,school day.
Recent reports confirm teachers' perceptions that they are required to
spend too match time on noninst

From interruptions to pape
teacher's 'day is too seldom without

activities.
to administration requirements, a
distraction \(rom their primary

responsibility. Researchers have fOund that up to 40 percent of
classroom time is taken up by activities other than teaching.. TeaChers
welcome a' Cali for more effective use of time in the Hepil that this will
alert ,a4ministrators and others of the need to provide and protect
instructionai time; .

Teacher:s applaud all of the eight Implementing Recommendations
here except for .the proposal for a 7-hour day and. a 'lc:Inger school",
year. They j)elieve that if students, get more homework and the school
puts parents
improvements

work assignments

provide4 students

on notice that education is the order of the day, vast
in the quality ont educatioM .will result. Academic home=

must have a priority second to none. Parents must

with_ a good place ,6 study. Because

/
8

it may not

/
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always tte possible to find sthis 'al home, teachs urge scliools to work
with community groupi in setting' aside areas for students to use after

01091. ,

RECOMMENDATION D: TEACHING
rf

THIS RECOMMENDATION CONSISTS OF SEVEN PARTS. Each is
intended to impiove the preparation of teachers or to make teaohing a
more rewarding and respected profession. Each of the seven stands
on its own and should not be considered solely as an implementing
recommendation. (A Nation ilktRisk, p. 3Ot, .
1. Persons prepar'i'ng to teach shQuid be competent.... Teachers

agree. Ten years ago NEA Members were instrumental in getting I
included ,in national accreditation standards the provision 'that
evaluation of graduate's be one of the criteria considered :in
granting national accreditation. NEA/ believes this standard
should be rigoro usly applied. Teachers .are also working
diligently' to create state teacher Standard§ and Practices Boards

.with legal responsibility for raising standards.

2. Salaries for the teaching profession should be increased, and a
procedure developed to effectively. evaluate teacheer performaZte
....Teachers agree, toot with the proposition that salaries dould
be professionally competitive. - Teachers want\ an effectiye
uation system, and insist on helping develop it. It "should be
noted that tied-tee evaluation is the norm in some- 7,500 'school
districts covered by iNEA contracts,. The NEA supports peer
review only as a part .of a comprehensive system of, teacher,

o -participation in decisionmaking about who is qualified to teach.
. -

in establishing peer resilew, the system must assure, role clarity,,
mutual confidence among dolleagups, high mora le, proper training,
and sufficient time and other resources.

3. School boards should adopt an 11-month ootitract for aohers....,
This is a negotiable item which appeals to many eachers. It ,'

a
holds the promise of Fetter in-servIce programs, for teachers.

4
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It. Caree, ladders for, teachers should be developed, ; . .7'41aers .
. #

'believe cam+ options can enlarge hprizons for teachers antd keep
the bat in they classroom. But they should not be used as a ., ''.

. .

substitute ,foNadequate salaries for all: nor should they be limited -#

to a few... '

- 5.

s

. * . r).

The use of 'Isubetaotial nonschoot personnel resourcest'should be
, begu save immediate problems of teacher' shortage ifs certain.

.
icearea .. ..pis 10 a stopgap measure that will not . n'ese4ssa-ry Of

eacher salaries are increased.

Incentive§ such as 'rants and ibans should be made
available ...The idea \of usipg grants tend loghs to attract,
outstanding stbdente to the teacliin"g preession teems, on, the.

s rface to be, a good riJaw it could well b? shortsight.t.d. A* ..

J ..,,
b tter Vey' to attract prostiye teachers 4o the prcifession is to
t k = those now teaching as professionals. fright individuals whp

- .

are iven sctfolarsiiipsand forgiveness loans miyv %sc.(' for the
requir 4ve. or more years and then desert the .p rofession I?

.teachin candilions remain as they ar-e" today. f
t - 4

, , iDP-.
1 A

7 is e aster teachers aliou'ld be involved° in deiring teacher
' rraration prograims...tRs for .rthe)finding that Master teachers
Notild help design teather- preparation programs and supervise
Ortbationkri teachers. Ieachershave been doing the latter -- for
student teachers -- for years. And many 'Teachers are alre4ady... . .4

S.helping Aape preservice programs. lk. .
/.

X !4; 40

N . . .
. .

. The seven components of the recommendation on teaching are
based on statistics relating only' to elemerrtztry teachers. The ti
implication is -that they apply. to all teachers. Another problem wi.r.
the report is the statement/that k-Ithe teachei 'prepacation curriculupti

, .

is weighted, heavily with coikr.ses in 'educational methods' at tjoe,

expense of courses in noble, to be 'taught.° The assertioi is

blitantly inacc*te. The claiir is 'mac* from a ."survey o f/1.356
. ,

-institutions thdt prepareteache .i The responses could w,11 be out

\ 1'

t *

a
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date, since institutions preparing teachers today number only 1,206.
The figure of 1,350 is t least/ seveh years old. While elementary

.

teachers do spend approAnately;40 percent of their college coursework
on -pedagogy,., secondary- teachers spend only 20 percent and have one

or more academic majors

.

RECOMMENDATION LE/ADERSH1.P AND FISCAL
t,

SkIPPORT

WE RECOMMEND that ,t4tizehs dcross the Nation hold educators and
I elected tofficiala respq4sibla for providing the leadership necessary to

achieve' these reform and that citizens provide the fiscal Support and
0421;174, i!igisired bring about the reforms im propose. (A Nation
At Risk, p. 32.)

Teachersp:ortho heartily agree with this general recommendation,
'.haVe been working 'through their professiOrial organizations for years

0

to win sup(port fo'ra quality education for all of air young people.
The first Implementing R ecommendatioh of this secti6h calls uptirl/ .

principats, superiniealents,. and sichooj bekard members to lead their
./ i 1

communities in garnering suppOrt: for true reform. This leadership is
crucial if teachers and paidnts arg to get the backing they need to/ .
institute needed changes in educatiOn4.

6'

-s
The second Implementing `rRecOmmendation reiterates thelfact that

.

stat : and local officials, including' school board members, governors,
and, legislators, have primary responsibility for financing and

alt.

governing ilk- schools; It calls upon them , to .include reform ;
recommendations irA Teir.educational policies and fiscal plans. . . .

. . - .
This recommen ation cannOt be overemphasized because, in the

V4past many states nd localities have not placed a high enough priority
. .

on the education of their young people. Some states did net' have the .

;resources( to- provide excellence in. educetkon for all. Other states
le

simply diki not 'fulfill .their ttobligation,
. .

The ,thirsi Implementing Recommendatio9e supports the federal
.

government's role in helping meet the needs of diverse groups such as
the poor, disadvantaged minorities; ' the handicapped,* as well as the'
gifted and talented.

*

A, Nation At Risk's ,fourth Implementing Recommendation reiterates

the, federal government s responsibility to aid quality of education, to
promote'equal access to edUCation, and to aid local. school districts. that

A

11
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lack 'basic taX support for quality education. Clearly there is a need2to support pr, rams that uphold 'constitutional and civil' rightk, to

support edu tional research, to support teacher training, and to
provide financial assistance to students.

7 I
The fifth Implementing Recommendation describeS the federal

government's responsibility to iiietttify the national interest in
(,...

education. Our nation's future lies, notx in what happens' in any one. ,

state or locality,'skut in what happens with our 'naition, as a naton
As sucht it is fit6-19 that the national level of government. take a

. \
leadership role in helping protect , and promote that interest. The very
title of the Commission on ,Excellence in Education's .4ort,. A ration
\At'Risk, is important. Commission members did not destribe a "state"
on :a "city" at risk' but a "nation" at risk.

Finally, the Commisylon calls on educators, parents, and public
officials everywhere fo,/heed its recommendations, and to provide the
financial support necessary to achieve excellence in our schools.

Teachers have consistently called fqr this kind of large scale
support. They know that 'they cannot fight the battle for quality,
education alone, and they 'took forward. to working with Commission

,
members and other American's committed to a strong system of public
education.

A
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A Report on Nine Other Recent Reports

This section reviews nine of the major studies published during
the past twelve months. Three of them are products of commissions
and task forces brought together only for this purpose. Four are
primarily the work of individual authors: a college professor, an
encyclopedist, a foundation president, and a former headmaster of a
private school.

Almost all of the reports have pointed to the broad selection of
courses available to students as a root of the serious problems

affecting our schools. Students are' inundated with choices, yet they
are receiving little systematic and professional help as they wind their
way through four.years of hi6h school.

Another thread that runs through most of these reports deserves
mention. Classroom teachers are finally being viewed as a part of the
solution to school problems rather than a part of the rroblem. New,

York Times education writer Fred Hechinger comments favorably on
that trend:. "Experience shows that, without teachers in the lead,
reforms are doomed:"

'What then, are these nine reports all about? And what are their
recommendations for reform? Below is a very brief summary of each of
these studies:

Educating "Americans for the 21st Century: A Plan of Action for
Improvin Mathematics, Science and Technolo -fat 'Alf

merican ementary and econ ary tudents o at Their
Achievement Is ifiesTin the World by 1995. The National Science.
Board Compission on Precollege Education Un Mathematics, Science and
Technology, 1910. A report to the American People and the National
Science Board, 1Z4, pp. Source Materials, 251 pp.

Background: This 17-month study Involved discussions with hundreds
of educators, scientists, and others to improve and support
mathematics, science, and technology edutatiork
Major recommendations: Elementary students should spend 60 minutes
a day on math, 30 minutes on science. Seventh and eighth -gitasiers
should receive a full year of math and science. High school

13
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graduation requirements should be increased to 3 years of math (with
1 year of algebra) and 3 years 6f science and technology, including
one semester of computer science. Differential pay is proposed.
Comment: The final report supporti the position held by most
teachers of the need to restore the quality of science and math
programs)n the schooli. NEA and other groups have closely studied

the effe&s of many compensation systems and are concerned that the
reccinmendbtions on merit pay are simplistic and ill-conceived.

A

Action for Excellence: A Comprehensive Plan to Improve Our Nation's/ Schools. Task Force on Education for Economic Growth. Education
orrirm nission of the States, June 1983, 50 pp. $5.00.

Background: North Carolina Governor James B. Hunt Jr. chaired this
41-member task force which included 13 state governors and 13

business executives.
Major recom'mendations:, This report urges that "soft," nonessential

courses be dropped in favor of a curriculum that is strengthened in all
areas. Beyond the basics, the report says, other skills such as
problem solving, analysis, interpretation, and persuasive writing
should be mastered.
Comment: This report spells out the benefits of closer working
relationships between schools and the business world. Many teachers

are concerned that the recommendations could bring about a too

narrowly defined- purpose for education.

Makin the Grade: Report of the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force
on Federal ementary an econ ary ucation Policy. 1983, 174 pp.
$6.00. /

Background: Alotig' with the report this group produced a useful
baikground paper supporting an increased federal role in education.
Major recommendations: The proposals' range from the establishment of
a national Master Teachers Program to programs that emphasize literacy

both English and scientific.
Comment: Teachers welcome the call for clearer school .goals and
greater federal responsibility..

14
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A Place Called School: Prospects for the Future by John I. Goodlad.
c raw pp. 18.9

Background: This is the work of social scientist John Goodiad who
gathered objective data over an eight-year period.
Major recommendations: Goodlad, adamant about the need for signifi-
cant changes in teacher education, says this country cannot afford
"the brief, casual, conforming preparation now experienced by those
who staff its classrooms...." There are, of course, dozens of other
recommendations in this important report.
Comment: The, most significant topic' of the book may_ weil ..be
Goodlad's observations about educational opportunity, which in his

mind means equal access to quality learning opportunities.

The Paideia Proposal: An Educational Manifesto by Mortimer, J. Adler
Macmillan, 1982, 84 pp. $2.95. A -more recent, supplementary volume
by Adler is Paideia Problems--aiid Possibilities, Macmillan Publishing
Co',, 1983,-111 pp. $3.95.

Background: The term paideia comes from the Greek pais paidos,
which means the upbringing of a child.
'Major redommendatiops: This proposal advocates a universal one-track
system for K-12 public school students with the same objectives for
all. Simply put, Adler advocates a liberal education in the classictsense.

Comment: Adler believes this plan must be universal. It, is here
where many teachers would part company with him. Adler's proposal

11

may be just the thing -- for some schools. It would be simplistic,
however, to assume In 19$3 that any single plan can address the
complex, diverse, pluralistic challenges facing public education in the
United States.

The Cur-ent Status of Schools of Choice in Public Secondar Education-
y ary Anne ayw . riorstra I niversIty, 3, 3 pp.

Background: This is the most extensive survey of the nation's public
secondary alternative schools ever undertaken. It marks the end of
the first phase of an extended inquiry into alternative schools.

e

1r
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Comment: . Although there are no ecommendations, this purvey lays,to
' - --

rest some myths about alternative programs and thus tsiipports NEAtf
long-held commitment to increasing The number of alte#native programs
within public school

tSchool: A Report on Secondary Education in America by Ernest
oyer. Harper & /Taw, 1983, 363 pp. $15.00.

Background: This comprehensive plan to improve the American high
school is the product of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement
of Teaching.
Major .Recommendations: The report proposes 12 key priorities that
provide in agenda for school reform, including clear goats for every..
high school, a core of common iearnin. with an increase of re uired
courses, a smaller teaching load with more daily preparation time and
higher pay for teachers, and better school-college and school-business
relationships:
Comment: The report is well conceived in all respects. Teachers

would have preerred a more sophisticated treatment bf how to improve
teacher education'.

Academic Preparation or

Background: This report is part of the College Board's 10-year

project to strengthen the academic quality of secondary education.
Major recommendations: The report describes fin some detail the

s e Able to Do. 'The College hoard, 1983, 46 pp. '1,
College: What Students Need to Know and

N
knowledge and skills needed by all college entrants.
Comments: The teaching profession is involveof with this important
work, which will continue until 1990. I

i
,..,....
Horace's Compromise -- The Dilemma of the /American Hi9h School.
Theodore R. Sizer. Houghton Mifflin 1984, 24)0-pp.

Background: This book will be the first of several reports in 1984
from a project known as A Study of , American High Schools

icosponsored by the National Association of Secondary School Principals
And the National Association of Independent Schools.
\
1
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Major recommendations: Teachers should not have to make a

compromise between what they know is needed for their students and
what they have the time, the energy, and the resources to give.

6
Comment: All who admire good writing will be most impressed with
this report. Teachers will recognize that the dilemma faced by the
symbolic Horace Smith is theirs too. Retommended reading.

it
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1

MARY HATWOOD FUTRELL. President
KEITH GEIGER. vce President
ROXANNE E. BRADSHAW, SecretaryTreasurer

1;40,

\Dermbey j1983

i

'?

Dear Colleague:

4

Educational equity and educational excellence are\inseparaj)le
,,

.. .
America's teachers teach all the children. Our nation is built

oh the strength of our democraY. And our democracy is built on the
notion of a tuition-free, quality public education available to all.

.
.

;Our attempts to move toward educational equity have brought us
nearer our goals of educational excellence as well. Test scores are
goi9g up; especially among disadvantaged students. More and more
young women are going into fleids of study and school activities
previously .closed to them. More and more handicapped students are
ledrning to be productive citizens. The gap is closing, and that
progress is making America stronger in every way.

DON CAMERON. Executive Director

.

But there's still a great deal more to
. , support that is necessary to get it done.

America's school employees are committed
for all our nation's students. We will
accept--nothing less.

.r.

4,

,

4

do. And we need the

to educational excellence
be satisfied with--and

Sincerely,

..?/(1Ge.
Mary Hatwood Fut'reli
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TEACHERS' VIOLAS ABOUT THE HIGH SCHOOL
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Teachers concur with the findings of the National Commission on
EXc'ellince that education is the "common bond of a pluralistic society"r-
and that it is "one of the ,thief engines of a sOcietyfs material well
being." And it is in this broad context that teachers see the shapi of

414 .

American high schooli of the future.
. .,

, The first step toward our. vision of what the high school should
be is t6 establish and agrwon the mission of our high schools. Local

communities should then design and implement the programs required
. ,

to achieve this mission. The programs offered in America's high
schools should reflect the complexities; in teaching and learning as well
as unique local differences and needs. The programs should attend to
all students' needs, not just those who are college-bound Thus,
programs of secondary education in the United States most provide
preparation for:

, 1. Citizenship in a democratic society.
1

2. Personal development as intellectually competent,

mental alert, and morally responsible human beings.
3. The world of work through mastdry of those skills

commonly required for all work in society.*
Each community should reaffirm its support for these goals ;hen

require educators to exercise their professional expertise and judgment
to create rigorous, precise, yet flexible learning experiences for
students. To accomplish the agreed-upon mission, many secondary
schools will need to raise their standards, which means more than just
increasing the number and "toughness" of current course offerings.
Courses should be reviewed in light of their relevance to the contem-
porary world and student experience.

/ .

a

*These represent a reordering and some mdification of those Identified
by Widmer Adler in The Paideia Proposal.
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All secondary students should be wel4tokided in communictlon
(reading, writing, speaking, and listening), . mathematics, and science#
Teachers must have the e and fleXibility to teach, these "basics" in

., ways that help stu nts learn to 'analyze, tb develop critical thinking
skills, and to make interpretations,and draw conclusions. In addition,
el students should learn about .our heritage and develop positiye

, .

attitudes of democriatic, citizenship by studying history. and contem-
porary cultures, and by involving t*mselves in school and community
civic activities and democratic procetfes. The arts are an essential
part of the 'curriculum for all students to help develop the ability to
achieve fulfillment through enjoyment of avocationai and leisure

pursuits.
. . . .

All students need to be introduced to he world of work, to
explore a wide range of vocations, and to experience satisfaction and

. accomplishment by "doing." Those".'who will seek full-time employment
immediately upon high school graduation need help in, making a smooth
transition from school to work. That means the school, the home, and
tlic community will have to work together.. Those who wish to pursue
post-high school education will need counseling and programs that will
allow thgrn to experience ackilt world pursuits through community
service, volunteer activities, or private-sector enterprises.

Finally, all students must understand the role of technology in
the society and how it, will affect their lives as individuals. Some will

need to learn how to use computers, some to program them, and some
will need to know how to service them.

-

Along with a common core curriculum, schools should offer a
range of electives. Unless students are exposed to a wide range of
scientific, social, and artistic endeavors, many may never know about
vocational and avocational pursuits most appropriate to their interests
and abilities. .

Teachers are anxious that thgir students accomplish the broad
goals of schooling to the' fulleit. And what is most on their. minds

, .
these days is that the conditions for teaching should,,maximize the
diarices of accomplishing those goals.

ce
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That means' teachers must have more time to teach, smaller

classeq, more flexible instructional structures, 'better materISIs,-and
more appropriate teaching/learning conditions.

More Time to teach

Teachers must be freed from clas'sroom interruptions
and duties only marginally related to 'teaching. Classroom

intercoms should be unpf(igged, non-instructional <paper-
work reduced, and aides provided to take hall, lunchroom,
bus, and othei-monitoring duties. Teachers could spend
that time tutoring, planning, and undertaking other actions'

...that benefit student learning. f ,
`41.

. Once the interruptions of academic ,learning time are
drastically reduced, better use of work time itself) Intlst be
made. Teachers, could use preservice teacher education
programs on classroom management techniques to 'help them

.
Make the best posAible use of time. .

This important first step' must precede consideration of
lengthening the school day, week, or year since ,such moves.
will have significant consequences for school finance, for
families, and for the business community.

Smaller classes

If the truly important purposes of education)ate to be
achieved, teachers must har-- the opportunity to wor
few enough students to indivtehialize instruction*. Cla's sizes

of 35 and up must .be reduced, to provide `o ti um chin

aid learning conditions. The NEA recommends an average
class size of fifteen; recognizing t:oat for particular purposes
groups could be as. small as two Cor three or as large as a
hundred or more.

.
More flexible instructional structures

high schPcti.s must experiment with ways to break out

of the traditional structure of the 50-minute period, the
4

7-period day, and the 5-day routine of the same classes each
O

'22
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day. This ,experimentation could lead to better teaching of
.

related subjects that are how rigidly compartmentalized. .-
Teacher's want to develop new, 'fulfilling, and rewarding

,

career patterns within teaching. They want greater
- ,

opportunities to apply their talents through differentiated
responiibilities and mare flexible time arrangements. They

want to end. the tradition that they must leave teaching and
become administrators in otter to advance. t

Better materials
Student learning materials should- be accurate,

interesting, age:approprive, unbiased, comprehensive,

plentiful, and varied. Some of the'm should be in the form
..4

of commercial textbooks; most should be prep'areci or eledted
a at the local level, targeted to specific student needs band

. .
directly, related to their program of studies. Specialists in

. .
all manner of media should be importarit members of teaching
teams in the high school of the future.

%,

More appropriate teaching/learning conditions
The physical' environment of many high schools 'needs to

become more functional, comfortgble, and cheery/ for
students; teachers, and the community. 1-4 a

) ,

i

I.

ea.

. .. . a

The- recent spate of studies of the American secondary school
IP

points to the importance of skilled teaching to achieve educational
0 .

excellence. ,

The 'great majority of American secondary teachers do excellent
work, often under adVerse conditions.. But they know as Well as

elseelse that their teaching skills can- be improved. Many of our
skilled teachers leave the profession while many of today's bright and
promising c-illege students shun teaching as a career. Attracting 'and
retaining excellent teachers will require new ways to pay and promote
teachers and improved classroom conditions. .

-Good teaching is ' based on the knowledge gained in teacher

education courses. In addition, all prospective teachers .should
.

_ 23
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4 "complete a broad course of study. intensive instruction in one subjectli

. and a full-time. carefully superyised and evaluated student teaching
-experience. .. . .

Keeping today's teachers- up to date requirgi professional

development of a breadth and depth' found in only ,a few of the'. .
nation's school' diktricts. All such programs should be developed by

1.

teachers and conducted on school time with school district resources.
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NATIONAL t DUCATION ASSOCIATION 1201 16th N.W sliffspin&on. D C 20636 tk(202033400(
MARY HATWOOD PUIRELL.*resident f DON CAMERON. ExeCutive Director
KEITH GEIGER. Vice President
ROXANNE E:BRAOSNAW, SecretaryTreasurer

.

December 198,

Dear Colleague:
, ..

'America's teachers believe testing is an iipporstant part of the ",,,,,----0-- ;. ...
teaching and learning process. But we oppose oversimplification of,--; e. ' 1

testing, reliance on a single instrument to dr:aw conclusions' abo,u-Ce ,,:.-I
very complex subject, namely a student's knowledgd and' ability.' /

:i 1 .

, t. ". 0 .

. .
i .

We need the nest information we;can get about.61.kr; students) and ,
that reqUires rigorous assessment programs. .Testing and teaching' are .

inseparable; We must have solid information to .help every studertt
ci

progress..
..,1

: .

We insist on the highest standards for the itepts 'themselves. as , t
1..well as for the interpretation and communication of results. 4 r

, r.. 4,
----

Testifig is like anything elte--a -little knowledge can 6e dangdrous
and it can be extremely misleading. ;Alot of knowledge Is 'essential .---..--.-

for good decision making by all concerne,d. - -' ..
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Sincerely,

Mary Hatwood
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TEACHERS' VIEWS ABOUT ST" 'DE)NT ASSESSMENT

The National Education Association holds that testing
and assessment- should be conducted frequently, be
comprehensive in nature, and serve educational pur-
poses.

Testing and assessment should be carried out to
diagnose student weaknesses and strengths, to help
students learn, and to assist students in choosing
wisely among available options.

Decisions about students should be based on both
pencil-and-paper tests and a broad range of assess-
ment-methods available to teachers.

Testing and assessment must be part of the education process
since good teaching is based in some degree on the results of tests.
Through the teacher's daily assessment of performance, behavior,
seatwork, boardwork, .homework, and crass discussion, students get
needed feedbick on how well they are learning. Teachers are skilled
in matching what should be learned with a method of assessing that
Icarning. For example:

Student Skills

information

Applying information
and drawing conclusions

Analyzing or culling per-.
tinent information from
readings and other
sources

Problem solving

Using knowledge in new
situations

. 27

Teacher& Methods of Assessment
Multiple-choice or true-false

pencil-and-paper tests

Judgment of the quality of
original products, such as a
-chemistry experiment

Discussions, essays, or oral
presentations

Discussions, essays, oral pre-
sentations, or small group
projects

Simulation or role playing



, -2-

Standardized tests are most useful to leachers and students when
the results are used to improve the instructional program. Test

scores should be made available to teachers before they move on to
other subjects. Tests such as the Iowa Test of Basict Skills are useful
supplements to other student assessments. Observing students,
evaluating their, work, judging their speaking and' writingill help
give a more complete picture of students' abilities. The various
assessment methods, including standardized tests, can be quite helpful
in identifying student strengths and weaknesses.

To realize edualtional .excellence we must go beyond analyzing
student

___

tudent problems - -to developing solutions. We must offer help to .

, those who need help, whether on an individual or a group basis.

The Kinds of Tests We Need

Those who set policy. on assessment programs should recognize
that all testing is connected with what happens in the. community and
in the school. No test by itself can supply valid information to all
who need it.

Policymakers need to know about trends in student achievement.
That information can best be gotten by testing a representative group
of students, rather than all of them. .,

Sampling techniques used by the National Assessment of Educa
tional Progress (NAEP) have resulted in reliable and valuable data..
For example, sampling in the early I970's revealed gaps in achievement
betweeh minority children and nonminority children. Compensatory

a-programs were put into place, rthen NAEP measured again and four0
the gap had narrowed. The conclusion? Not only is test sampling ah
excellent way to gather information on student progress, but programs
based on the results of sampling can produce gains in student achieve-
ment.

Parents need testing and assessment to know how their child is
doing and what they can do to help. They need several kinds of
information, such as a child's achievement in relation to his or her
ability, interaction with other students, and attitudes toward school.

26'
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Test results should be presented to parents in terms they can

readily understand. Testing terminology that is obscure to parents
has little value. Such pseudo-s,cientific terms such as "stanines" and

.
,. "percentiles" serve only to surround testing with an undeserved aura

of mystery.
The press needs accurate and constructive information on student

achievement. Reporters should get more than just math and readirig
scores., They should also get assessments of student progress in all
subject areas.

Reporters also have the responsibility to report test results in
valid terms. To dramatically declare, for example, that half .the
students score below the national average on some test is to state the
obvious- -but it comes across as an indictment. By definition it is

impossible fo veryone to score above average.
Teachers need, the information that comes from all tests and their

own observations to report to parents and students. They also need
this. data to help plan follow-up lessons and to inform the adminis-
tration of their students' needs, weaknesses, and strengths. Effective

district-wide instructional programs come from informed conclu.sions
made by teachers.

Teachers believe that vigorous testing and assessment 'should be
done in all subjects. They recommend the following standards for
testing and assessment programs: .

Teachers should help select, and develop evaluation procedures
.and instruments. ,

t

, No single instrument or procedure should be used to make a
decision on placement; status, graduation, entry into or exit
from a program or school. A variety of 'assessments._should _be.
used to reduce dependence on any one type.

Many evaluation procedtires should be used: teacher-made
tests, anecdotal records, oral presentations, contracts, samples
of, work. Written evaluations should include a wide variety of
formats, such as narratives, multiple-choice, open-ended
items, critiques, analyses.

4

o Limited ,English skills, physical disabilitiet, and other excep-
tionalitles should be taken into account in testing and

29
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assessing students. Where students benefit, alternative
assessment should be used.

If school districts and states need data on student achievement
for public information and for . program adjustments, test
sampling of the student population should be used.

Testers should be free from cultural, ethnic, racial, or geo-
graphic bias. 4

Testing should allow students tc be placed in heterogeneous
groups that reflect a wide range of achievement.

Teachers should plan and implement staff development pro
grams on preparation, .selection, and administration of tests
and Can interpretation and use of results.

Disclosing test results should be an educational process that
informs the public o' school needs and successes.

s School district policy should prohibit the use of student test
results for teacher evaluation, retention, promotion, ?r trans-
fer., .

ir-,

The quest for educational excellence raises fundamental questions
on testing. As improvements are made irt programs, standards, and
requirements, should testing change? Do tests we use today offer the
kind of information we need Are policymakers, who have sought only
"minimum levels" in competenCy testing, also concerned aboUt improv-
ing studentb' performance?

Teachers are concerned about the quality of
test 'results. It is time to improve the skills of
test results, and make use of results'. It is time
the public to insist on more effective approaches
students.

lu

re

tests and the use of
tall who test, report

1

for policymakers and
Ito the evaluation of
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NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 1201 16th St . t4.W . Washtnjon, D C 20036 (2021833.4000
MARY HATWOOD FUTRELL. Prestbent / DON CAMERON. ExecutwOOtrettor
KEOTH GEIGER. Vice President
ROXANNE E. BRADSHAW. SecrmaryTreasurer 4

.

December 1983

)

Dear Colleague:

You may be surprised at some of the facts, about teachers
contained in this report- about teachers and what we believe.

-We believe there is a pressing need to improve teacher education.
We must do everything possible to educate the best of today's students
for a career as tomorrow's outstanding teachers.

We believe we must raise standards for entry into our profession,
improve training, toughen licensing, requirements, and improve
evaluation procedures.,

Education starts and ends with the °needs of the students.
Improving teaching conditions in the end benefits students as well as
teachers.

.

v

Sincerely,

Mary Hatwood Futrell
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. THE TEACHING PROFESSION

The National Commission on Excellence in Education called us a
nation at risk. Teaching is at risk, too.

Just one year ago, in the fall of 1982, only 4.7 percent of
first --year college students indicated interest in elementary or.
secondary teaching as a career. In 1970 that percentage was 19.3
percent.

More than one-third of the nation's current teachers reveal that if
they had to do .it again, they -probably would not choose to teach in

i _
the public schools. Some 13 percent declared in 1983 that they

certainly would not become teachers- again, and 30 percent responded
that they probably would not do so.

Today's teachers are dear about the dissatisfactions -they
experience in teaching. Some 66 percent cite the enormous amount of
time they must spend on noninstructional duties. That same

percentage point out that salaries are inadequate, that they feel

unfairly criticized by the news media, and that they need more help to
get their jobs cine. More than half of them are critical of the quality
of their in-service education. On the list of pluses for a career in
education teachers mentioned the flexibility they have in deciding how
to teach, personal fulfillment they get from teaching, and the support
they receive from other teachers.

The Teaching Profession, Statistically
Public elementary and secondary teachers nuMber more than

. 2 million. Higher education faculty, including 225,000,r , .

part-time faculty, total 712,000.
. Today's K-12 teachers are going to school longer than they

did in the past. Almost half--49.3 percent--have earned a

master's degree. In .11§71, that was true' of only 27.1

percent of the teaching force.
Years of teachingexperience have risen from a median of 8
years in 1971 to 12 years Ir; 1981.

p
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One-third of all elementary and secondary
0,

two-thirds female.. Some 7.8 percent are
from other ethnit groups.
The median age for current teachers is
men.

Teachers average 46 hours of work a week. They get 33

teachers are male,

black, 0.7 pircent

for women, 38 for

minutes for lunch, but many teachers--45 percent--must
supervise students during those precious 33 minutes.
The average salary in 1981 for beginning teachers with .a
bachelor's degree' was $12,769; for mathematicians it was-
$19,776; for chemists $19,464; for accountants $19,157; and
for engineers $22,836.

e The average annual contract salary for K-12 teachers in

1981-82 was $17,209. For public higher education faculty it
was $25,886.

k

Teachers' Recqmmendations To Improve Teaching

1. Improve learning conditions

Two changes, made Immediately, could do more to imp'rove
the quality of teaching and learning than almost anything else:
reduce. class size and improve the quality of instructional
materials. ,

Research shows students learn best when teachers work with
.them individually or in small groups. But most teachers have
classes too large to do that. The problem is particularly acute in
secondary schools where most teacherz teach 120 to 150 ttudents
In six or more classes every school day. Under those difficult
circumstances, teachers rarely have time to discuss' a

#, composition--or anything else substantive--with individuals. They

must resort to 'written comments on papers in order to give
feedback to students individually.

In addition to smaller classes, teachers need materials, and a
variety of them: newspapers and current magazines, films and
documentar,ies, tapes and records, paperback b4oOks, and

computer software, to name a few. For too long the

textbook--itself often outdated--has been the primary and

. 34
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sometimes only resource. Textbook decisions are often made by
state committees of lay persons or local school officials in a

central office, far removed from the teacher attempting to tailor
instructional programs for individuals. Since textbook publishers
compete fora national market, they tend to avoid controversial

%

and politically sensitive subjects. 1 -
School buildings also need attention. Some present actual

health hazards to students and teachers due to the presence, of
asbestos. Many other 'school buildings cannot support
instructional. equipment due to poor electrical, plumbing and
ventilation systems. We need space. for learning and teaching,
room for people and machines, the space for people to

experiment, move freely, interact, study quietly.

2. Make plans to attract and retain good teachers
We want to keep the best teachers in the profession. As

..

,NEA President Mary HatwoOd Futrell says, "We want, of course,
to attract bright and talented people into the teaching profession
in' the years to come. Possibly one of the best ways to do this is
to work to keep the bright and talented people we already, have."

Setting adequate ,base salaries is imperative. But once that
is done we must look at other motivators. Research suggests

--..
challenges such as developing curricula, designing computer

software, and sharing skills with colleagues have more appeal to
practicing "teachers than any scheme to selectively raise the pay
of a few teachers at the expenie of many. Plans to help retain 6

excellent teachers should:
not be in lieu of competitive entry-level salaries in the
professional market place _ _ __ _ _

.

reward instructional competence and keep teachers in
6 teaching

fix resrlonsibility for implementation and provide adequate
training for thosewho administer the plan(s)

invohre the teacher& association(s)
.

:
6 6

not pit teacher against teacher or teacher against
administrator 0

;
3(,)".
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.... provide for a selection process free from arbitrary or
.capricious political whim and recognize academic freedom as
the foundation for professi3Onal practice

limited to a predetOrmined small percentage of
teachers. Al teachers stiould be able to volunteer evidence
of advanced-level teachirt skills that would enable them to
move up in the teaching/profession hierarchy.

7''
3. Transform the traditional rote of the teacher

44

'Teacheri currently i' spend ,. as much time being
x

/

wardens -- taking attepdanCe, keeping an orderly classroom,

fulfieng lunchroom duty-71as they do being instructors. There is

4
little or no time during; the dair to share ideas and teaching
methods.

Teachers have long felt the frustration of being kept from
doing their "real" joiii: Paperwork, assemblies, and collecting
money have often taken precedence over the qualitative aspects
.of teaching. Ensuring the successful performance of students
requires having time' to work with them in the subject areas, time
"not always available given other administrative demands-, An

alternative to such circumstances is the use of classroom aides.
Some 72 percent of the teachers surveyed in 1981 did not

have an aide. The 28 percent who -did found them of great help
in doing secretarial work, grading papers, preparing materials,
working with small groups, supervising lunch and playground
time, and organizing the classroom.

Mord important than anything &se, however, is that teachers
be included in decision-making about' teaching and learning. As

professionals they have a stake in--and opinions on- ;broad

educational issues, such as testing programs, instructional

materials; new curricula. They want a ,hand in developing

criteria by which they will be judged. They want a sayso in
professional growth plans. Quite simply, teachers want td be
more than expendable parts in a vast machine called school.

'.
.
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Set up good evaluation systems

Teachers welcome evaluation if its purpose is to imprOve

v. their skills and professional growth, and if it is done by people
trained in evaluation techniques. Profession'al evaluations, are
especially important during probation (before tenure is granted),
dndoshould be done more frequently than with veteran teachers.

.The following skills could well be the basis of a constructive
evaluation system:

planning (for accomplishing long' -ran .ge objectives as well
as specific'short-range ones) . Car

classrooin management

, organization and sequence of instruction

presentation of subject 'matter (clarity and accuracy)
r

... verbal and nonverbal communication (standard English, a
broad and interesting vocabulary)

.,. assessment of student progress and use of results in
diagnosing needs

continued professional growth

... relationship with colleagues and the community.

-.The NEA considers it a hatbinger of good things to come
that 7,500 school distiVcts in the United States have already
negotiated teacher evaViation plans with the local. teachei.s'

association.

5. Create more opportunity for professional growth ,

The fact that nearly half of today's K-12 teachers nave
obtained materts degrees on their own time and morielriffditetes
the value they place On additional learning. But they want and
need support from other sources, including their school districts,
to help them keeps up with the latest developments in their -

teaching specialities. They need local staff . development

programs; opportunities to ,participate in conferences,

37
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conventions, workshops, and teacher exchanges; and-paid leaves
devoted 9estudy. i , ..,.._

:.,
.

Professional growth,opportunities:could help relieve another
problemthat of teacher shortages in math and science. Loc.al

.districts could offer scholarships to retrain teachers in other
fields. The National Science 'Board recommends any ekcellent
combination of programs to upgradegthe skills and knowledge of

4s )great numbers of teacher-S. The Board's report states;
Traditional summer wot-kshopS or institutes
cannot accommodate this large , a number of
both elementary and secondary teachers, and
retrain them at a reasonable cost.... In the
near future, upgrading efforts should be
supplement-1d by° new communications tech-
nologies such as dosed-circtiit TV . and
interactive telecommunications.

One federal agency setting up professional growth
opportunities is the National Endowment for the Humanities. Next

summer NEIL will underwrite 51 workshops at major universities
across the United States. Mote than 700 secondary teachers will
study advanced literature and humanities. Last summer 15

workshops were offered and theizinds of teachers had to be
refused,. The demand for professional development is great; the
opportunities are sadly limited.

.

Career-long professional development in teaching should be
designed Ily professional- educators and supported by. school
districts. ..Students are the direct beneficiaries of teachers'

si
improved kriowledge and skills. Teachers benefit from, the
fulfillment of continued learning and professional growth.

..

.
-----6.-...---Improve teacher education programs

II

. , working to, improveThe National Education Association is .. . ,
teacher education programs for those who want to teach by
'nesting on standards that teachers themselves believe are basis;

.. . r
. to success in the classroom. Those basics include rigorous

admission and graduation criteria, properly . designed and'

academically challenging teacher preparation programs, and
r substantial opportunities for laboratory and field experience. Ten

. 38
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-states are now using -NEA's pilot prtigram on teacher education. ,
They,. are taking the lead to strengthen standards for. teacher

. .,
preparation, to apply these standards to .all teacher education

.../
programs. -and to strengthen the way iri which teacheri are
certified.

. Because teachers card about high standards in, tlri
profession, the NEA is calling for states to establish Teacher

. ,
Standards and Practices Boards with a majority of teacher

members. Such boards would be legally responsible for approving
the teacher preparation programs of the colleges and universities
in the state. The Standards and Practices Boards would certify
teachers as well as revoke certificates of persons not competent to

.. .

I.

re,

. teach.
.

Since.thb need for quality teacher edugation transcends 'state
1

.
. .

lines,' NEA has long supported.national standards in addition to
. i

state. standards. Ati present, 527 ,of-the 1.205 institutions in the
United States preparing education personnel have voluntarily met
national standards. Those '527 institutions gradate between 80
and 90 percent of today's teadier. A list of accredited,.
institutions is available from the National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE).-

1
a C

.

Teachers who are in the nation's classrooms .day after day and
,

year after year.are in a unique podition to'add to the knowledge and
,

,
perceptions of national .,commissions and committees that study,

4

observe, theorize,. and pronounce what' this nation should 'do to
.

improve education. They can point out draniatically and graphically
how ,

much better schooling could be if certain conditions were. .

different. They welcome the current national talk about_education and _
intend to be aggressive in joining the quest for excellence in
education.
4/
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NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 12b1 16th St N W . Washington, D C 20036 (2021 833.4000
MARY HAIWOOD FUTRELL President DO CAMERON, Executive DirectorKEITH OEMER, Vice President . .
ROXANNE E. BRADSHAW. SecretaryTreasurer

December 1983
0

Dear Colleague:

The school program m4st be designed to achieve educational
excellence for cur students. A clear purpose for the program is
essential, as is a broad 'curriculum, high standards and expectations,
and emphasis on communications skills.

Teachers' 'working conditions are also students' learning
conditions. That means we must set up school environments that allow
teachers to teach; materials must be of high, quality, .accurate and
current. Class size must bb appropriate for the age and 6.abject
taught. The school building must be safely designed to accommodate
today's instructional equilment.

Our high schools must serve the needs of today's students for
tomorrow's world.

41
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Mary Hetwood:Futrell
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TEACHERS' VIEWS OF EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE

"And the debate about public schools, equity must
be se n not as'a chapter of the past but as the
unfinished agenda of the future. To expand access
without upgrading schools is simply to perpetuate

subtle f 'rm. But to pushdiscrimination in a more
for excellence in ways that it the needs of less
privileged students is to undermine the future of the
nation. Clearly, equity and excellence cannot be
divided."

-- 'Ernest it. Boyer, High School:
A Report on Secondary
Education' in America (The
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement° of Teaching)

"We do not believe that a public commitment to
excellence and educational reform must he made at
the expense of a stron§ public commitment to the
equitable treatment of our diverse population. The
twin goals of equity and hi§h-quality schooling have
profound and practical meaning for our economy and
society, and we cannot permit one to yield to the
other either in principle or in practice. To do so
..could deny young people their chance to learn and
live according to their aspirations and abilities."

-- A Nation At Risk, The National
Commission on Excellence in
Education 4

America's school employees are committed to these words. We are

committed to seeing our nation's schools live up to them.
We are committed to quality education for all children in America,

be they rich or poor, able-bodied or handicapped, gifted or slow to
learn, English-speaking or unable to speak English, male or female,
White or of color.

We are committed to seeing that our nation's. schools have the
means to achieve this ambitious end, be they textbooks or computers;
remedial education or college courses, tutors or interpreters, secure
grounds or access ramps, smaller classes or more quality teachers.
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We are committed to the Inseparable goals of equity and excellence

for all:
There are some who claim that in the last 20 years efforts to

achieve equity have taken precedence over concern for quality
education, and that qualf_ty has suffered. They claim that equity ano
excellence are mutually exclusive goals. And they are hoping that the
recent enthusiasm for e> _..;fence generated by national commissions,

.

study groups and politicians will focus reform efforts on quality and
ignore the goal of equity.

If that happens, it will be because we as a nation have forgotten
why. achieving equity became a national policy goal 20 years ago. We
will have .overlooked the important gains made in those 20 years and
lost our vision of the future for all our children.

Not so very long ago, many poor, minority, and handicapped
children were lexcludecirom receiving a free public education in this
country. And many educational opportunities were denied to girls as
well.' We must not forget that:

, In 1950, only one -naif of all white students and one-quarter
of all black students graduated from secondary school.

In 1960, the median educational level for black children was
only eighth grade.

1

Before 1965, there were no compensatory.education programs
for the disadvantaged, a disproportionate percentage of
whom were minority.

Before 1965, millions of children unable to speak English
were educated in segregated, non-English-speaking schools,
put in English-speaking schools with little or no language
training, or denied a public education altogether.

Before 1966, millions of poor children were going to school
hungry, unable to concentrate and learn.

Before 1966, there was no-federal educational program for
the children of migrant workers, many of whom -- without
an education -- became the next generation of migrants.

In 1972, only 8 percent of all female students were enrolled
in federally funded agricultural, technical trade, and
industrial programs. Before 1972, many professional schools
restricted women's enrollment -- if they admitted them at ail.
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In 1972, women were onl 2 percent of .all dental school
stud nts, 11 percent of II medic-al students, 12 percent of
all eterinary students, and 10 percent of all law students.

In 1975, 25 percent Wall disabled children received no
.

pug Re education "at all; another 25 percent were
u derserved. Prilor to 1175, 48 of the -49 states with

h t
ompulsory laws, and the District of Columbia,

had statutes t exempted disabled children.
/

,

spite 'historic/attitudinal and financial barriers we have made
sign'ficant progress toward achieving equal educational opportunity.
The equity programs that have been instituted have dramatically
improved both equity and excellence for all students.

We have seen the number of high school graduates rise
dramatically. In 1979, 85 percent of white .students received diplomas,
and 75 percent of black students -- three times the percentage 30
years earlier do so as well.

We have seen the median educational level of blacks increase from. t .
eighth grade in 1960 to twelfth grad6 in 1980.

We have seen black students improve their reading, writing, and
arithmetic skills and the gap between blacks and whites on staiidard-
e test scores has narrowed.

We have seen disadvantaged children in federal programs like
Head. Start make startling gains. A 1982 Department of Health and
Human Services report, Lasting Effects After Preschool, shows early
education programs do Work. The number of low-income children
assigned to special education classes and retained in grades has
dropped while their math, reading and intelligence scores have risen.
Perhaps most important, th,se remedial programs have had a lasting,
positive effect on students' academic self-esteem: ,

We have seen disadvantaged students in Chapter I programs

improve their reading skills by as much as 17 percent aid their math
abilities by as much as 74 percent.

We have seen hungry school children fed -- nearly 4 million of
them in federal breakfast programs in 1980-8l.

We have seen the Bilingual Education Act and the Indian

Education Act ,give millions of youngsters an equal chance to learn and
participate in American society.
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We have seen more children of migrantworkers being educated.
The numbers have risen from 80,000 in 1967 to over 700,000 in 1980.

We have seen the difference that Title IX has made in increasing
opportunities open to girls and women. (Title IX is a federal law
prohibiting sex discrimination in education.) The percentage of female
students in federally funded agricultural, technical trade, and indus-
trial programs rose from 8 percent in 1972 to 28 percent in 1980.

Women's enrollment in dental school has risen from 2 percent in 1972 to
, .

17 percent now; in medical school from 11 to 26 percent; in veterinary
school from 12 to 39 percent; in law school from 10 to 34 percent.

We have seen the 1975 Education for All Handicapped Children Act
allow many disabled children to be educated 'in regular classes.

These gains are only the beginning, a sampling of tyihat can be
achieved when a nation is committed to quality and equality.
Unfortunately, we are now witnessing a serious erosion of that
commitment.- In the last two years, the seedlings of equity have been
pulled up by the roots,' and excellence for all our children has

suffered. Since 1981:

The Department of Education staff has been cut by 25
percent.

Overall funding for the Departmen't has been cut by 16
percent and all 14 members of the Advisory Panel on
Financing Elementary anti ondary Education have been
replaced. The panel h6s r commended further cuts in
educational funding, elimina the Department of Education,
and scrapping Chapter I.

Effort§ are being made to relax requirements that schools
receiving federal funds must comply with anti-discriminatiort
statutes.

750,000.children have been dropped from Chapter 1
programs. Monitoring how federal dollars are spent by state
and local authorities for programs such as Chapter I has
become a low priority.

,
New funding arrangements have funneled more federal aid
to rural and private schools at the expense of urban and
inner-city public schools.

-7, 45
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475,000 Children no longer receive free or reduced-price
breakfasts. At least 900,000 poor children were rendered
ineligible for free or reduced-price school lunches.

s Bilingual education, already cut by 15 percent, has faced
cuts of up to 42 percent in Administration proposals.

Migrant children's and American 1,ndian education programs
have been threatened with 50 to 100 percent cuts.

Attempts have been made to eliminate the Women's
Educational Equity Act Program. Aftee`these attempts
failed, the director was fired and the staff cut in half.

Programs for the handicapped have been targetect each year ,

for elimination or substantial cuts. Special' education
programs in 890 school districts have been cut back.

This current move to "deregulate" public education, to "cut
'costs," to "reduce paperwork," and to introduce "realism" into our
definition of educational equity has .severely damaged both equity and
excellence. Our mission is to teach all the children, to help each child
become a contributing member of society. This cannot be achieved
with.the narrowly focused programs and curricula of the past.

_,- It can't be done because our student population -- our nation's
populatiori -- is radically different today. We have 40 million children
in our public schools. Approximately half are female, nearly II million

-- or 26 percent -- are members of minority groups, and 3. million are

handicapped. in all but two of the nation's 25 largest school districts,
more than half of the students are minority. By 1985, the United
States will have the fifth largest population of Spanish-speaking people
in the Western hemisphire. By the Year 2000, California will have a
majority of 'minority residents and so will 53 major American cities.

We are living in a global, interdep*ident society, and our nation
is becoming more diverse each day. We can no longer afford to ignore
the educational needs of children who once seemed "different,", for
they are now a large and growing percentage of our youth. We can

no longer educate children in classrooms that bear no resemblance to
the society they will live and work in. As sociologist Kenneth Clark
recently wrote:
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"We must develop a strategy for _communicating to the
majority of ,American whites something they are
reluctant to understand and accept: that segregated,
racially organized schools damage their children, make
their children ineffective, make their children
incapable of coping with a Peal world in which
two-thirds of the people are not white; that. America
has a precious commodity in its racially diverse
population which can be used as a very positive asset
in education."

/
Many white parents have already come to this conclusion. A recent
University of Chicago study found that 75 percent of all white parents
surveyed said they would feel comfortable with their children in

schools that were 50 percent minority. Mo.re and more people agree:'
Today's quality education must include the lessons of pluralism. i.

We can't return to McGuffey's Reader or to the curricula we used
20 years ago because they don't provide the knowledge necessary for a
basic education today. The information explosion has revolutionized
our definition of the "basics." For today's students to succeed in
today's world, they must know how to think, analyze, compute, cope,
understand, choose, negotiate, mediate, influence, convince, lead,

follow, teach and learn. They must cope with''social pressures their
parents never faced. They must take from their public school

education a much greater sophistication than wewe. took from ours. And

no one knows better than teachers that the task of providing that
sophistication becomes, more difficult and more necessary each day.

We' cannot walk away from that challenge and pretend it doesn't
exist, as some people would' have us do. That would be a great
disservice to our children and to our nation's future.

We must reaffirm our commitment to quality public education for
all. Our future as a democraCy depends on it. Our citizens must be
educated about our freedoms In order to enjoy diem and perpetuate
them. Today's students are tomorrow's voters, tomorrow's leaders..
They are the ones-who will be raising our ch:ldren's children. ,

We must continue to strive for equity and excellence.
"We cannot have quality education if we continue to condone

inequality for any," the NAACP concioded recently. And we must.
not, as Washington columnist Richard Cohen wrote, let the current
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spotlight on quality "provide a bogus justification for a return to a
time when ... that vaunted goal, excellence, was like a Jim Crow
drinking fountain -- reserved only for certain kinds of people."

Whatever it takes, America's teachers and school workers gill
-- -,

work for excellence. Ai the same time, we will do everything in o
power to ensure that equity is seen, not merely as a concern of the
past, but as the unfinished agenda of.the future.
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NATIONAL EDUCATION AS CIATIoN i2b1 16th St . N.W . Washington, D C 20036 (202) 833.4000
DON CAMERON. ExeCutive DirectorMARY HATWOOD FUTRELL. President

KEITH GEIGER, Vice President
RDAANNE E. EIRADSI4AW. SecretaryTreasurer

,

4

. December 1983

a

.

Dear Coifeague:
wc,

.. .If every person in..this ,nation were proyided a quality "education,
America would experience a growth in human capital and an upsurge in
economic productivity. Our citizens would be better prepared 'to,
function in a fast-paced society undergoing radical technological and
scientific change, and the nation could compete more effectively in the
world ,market.

. Education is' dearly a local, state, and national issue that
requires a national commitment to mike it great. Teachers and school
employees believe the federal government's role is to ensure that a
free), quality public education continues to be the right of every
American. In our view, the federal govermerrt must ensure that state
and 'ocal governments have the financial, ability--and the will-7to erase
educatiorml inequity.

i

Sincerely,
4

.. 50

Mary Hatwood Futrell
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LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL ROLES

. "Excellence costs. But in the long run mediocrity
costs far more,"

Fron,.A Nation At Risk

As an organization whose members--the nation's school employees
--are profoundly affected by calls for educational reform, NEA

welcomes the debate currently taking "'lace nationwide. And we welcome
the opportunity to reflect on the roles of various levels .of governr

i.
meritlocal, state, and federal--in helping education meet our 'national,.
state, and local neects. -

NEA is no newcomer to educational reform movements, Organized

teachers, have been involved in every reform effort in education in this
century--In 1911, 19211, 19311, 1'951i, and 1914, Back in 1924, for

I
example, NEA leaders made it clear that certain principles were crucial
to building true and lasting reform. During this 19211 debate, they
developed a three-point program to strengthen American schools. One

of their key points was the need to pay teachers professional. wages.
Our leaders said then: "We must squarely face the fact that if America
is to have a better teaching profession, it must pay for it,...today
young people have, too many opportunities to perform' services of value
to the community, at a fair return, to expect them to be willing to

enter teaching at a pittance." These words ring :true even more so
today, as every single' one of the educational reform reports ha

. ,

underscor d. end the challenge to ,upgrade teachers' salaries

across the board must be dealt with in deliberations at the local,
state, arid national levels,

Teacher leaders in the 1920's also emphasized equal educational
opportunity, with adequate financial support to ensure a quality edu-
cation for every -and. To quote them: "The wealth of the nation is

I ..

more than adequate for the provision of a good educational opportunity
for all children...the proper education of thousands of childrew--
equality of educational. opportunity--will be. impossible pntil the prin-
ciple is put Into practice that every dollar. of wealth, no matter where
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it exists, should bear its just share of educating the nationW hildren,
no matter where they live."

In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education made
that 'same point. "Excellence costs," said the Commission report, And

the nation can, and must, pay the bill. We are "A Natiori at Risk,"
the Commission said, not a city or a state at risk. ,

Education is a vital national concern and a national issue which
means we have a national. responsibility to address the- prOblefrand
build toward lasting excellence. Serious ,attention must_ be paid to the

need for. reform at the local, state, and national levels... In the past,
.

NEA recommendations, while heralded at the time, often were laid aide
to collect dust. But this time around, NEA members are commit d to
working for Substantive change and turning talk of education reform

into reality.
Educators and elected officials must provide the leaderibip neces-

sary to achieve reforrii, says the National Commission, and citizens
must provide the fiscal suppo'rt for that reform.

1n -the section on "Leadership and Fiscal Support," the report
points to the responsibilities of principals and superintendents, local
school boards, state and local officials, governors, and legislators din
helping move the reform agenda Outlined.

The report also outlines the federal government's many respon-
sibilities in the reform movement. Prime among them is the need to
identify the national interest in education, as well as help fund and
support efforts to protect and promote that interest.

A. Nation at Risk calls on the federal ggvernment to help states
and localities provide quality education for all groups, including the
socioeconomically disadvantaged, minority and language minority

students, the handicapped, and gifted and talented studerts
In addition, the Commission reiterates the federar government's

responsibilities to protect constitutional and civil rights for students
and school personnel, to colltstt data, to support teacher training, and
to proVde student financial support and 'research and graddate training.

The three-tiered partnership of local, state, and federal goyern-
ments is pert of the American heritage. Local and state governments
provide the vital foundation for quality educition,and the federail
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government supports programs 'national in scope or with national

objectives. ,

. w&

The Local School: At the Heart of the Matter
Since the days' of the little red schoolhouse, education in this

country -has been a local affair., What goes 'on in the schools of a
community largely reflects the objectives, make-dp, and needs of that
community. Schools in many places are funded in' large part by local
property taxes, and it is at the loc44- leiel ,that students, parents,

, s
teachers, and administrators must work together to achieve a quality
educational proglm. '

s .,

State Involvement: Setting Objectives and Aiding Parity
States also play an important role in education, financially and in

terms of educational standards and quality. During the 1982-83 school
9-year, state funding ,for education averaged 50 percent. That amount

\Tahged from a high of nearly 90 it in Haw aii to a low of 'less
than 7 percent in New Hampshire. Much state aid is aimed at achieving
financial parity between' wealthier school districts and poorer ones, and
NE6 believes this important function must continue.

Current trends in, tax limitation initiatives, such as Proposition 13
in California or Propoiltion 2i in Massathusettt, however, threaten

4

states' abilities to continue providing the amount of money needed tg
k

keep the gulf between richer and poo'rer school districts' from

widening. These trends could eventually have a devastating impact on
public education throughout the, land, especially if the country
experiences a severe.recessi..

State boards of education must articulate educational objectives
for students. These objectives should be clear precise, and

,

manageable in number so that ioCai school districts cah implement them
, -

efficiently and imaginatively.
In the same way, NEA believes that states must take the lead in

promoting excellence through.educational reform while preserving local
control. Setting high but realistic standards, states can a greatA to set the machinery of effective educational reform in motion.
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NEA members in every state are, already
education officials on tough 'questions such as
retain the best teathert, improve standards and

', classroom, and evaluate teachers. and students.

e)

working with state ,
A

how to recruit and
performance in the

.: . .

Funding for Excellence: A Greater Federal Role . A ..
,.

. .. A

The federal government also has a role to play in the drive for
excellence in,all of America's schools, in fact, the federal govern-
ment's .objectivesto 'broaden access to education, to enhance :the. .

.

'quality of education, and to provide financial assistance to local school ,/

;districts -- directly` affect the' quality of
I
education everywhere and for

, .1

every student. .. .. , ) .

Besides supporting programs such as Chapter 1, handicapped

education, vocational :education; or higher education aid, federal money
aids essential educational research and the collktion and dissemination

.

of educational statistics, It stimulates innovation throughout the field
,

r

4I

as well.
..

NEA's Research Division has calculated it would cost an additional
2,2 ct,... out of every federal dorar to meet the standards p:Aoposed

. by the National Commissiori on Excellence in Education. To Update

textbooks and teaching materials, for example, would cost roughly. $5
billion, a seven-Told increase 'over the ctirrent 4700 million now being

.
spent nationwide. Implementing tougher course recKirements in math,
science;'arfd social science and adding an hour to the _high school 'day
would cost $4 billion. To meet Commission backed recommendations for
"professionally competitive" saiaries; for teachers and a longer school

.

year would cost $8..6 billion..
The federal government currently_ spends only $8.§ billion - -less

than 1.4 percent of its total revenues--on elementary and secondary
education. And that comes- to less than 8 percent oft total education
expenditures. To take the National Commission on Excellence in Edu.
cation's call for improved education seriously means taking. a hard
at federal spending priorities,

Any discussion on achieving 'educational excellence must focus on
one point: changes ta proinote excellence must come from and be
implemented at the local level. This is where education takes place,

-I
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where innovation
_

and hard work must Come from to strengthen our
education foundation.

The American Defense Education Act, an NEA-backed bill that

addresses the pressing problems detailed by the National Commission
on Excellence in Education, takes this' fact into account. The ADEA
re.c.Jgnizes a national problem, proposes a national. financial commitment

to address it, yet relies on local commitment to local programs to
resolve it.' Through the ADEA, local school districts, in conjunction
with community and business leaders, school boards, teachers, and
others interested in education, would develop programs for their own
communities. Progil-ams could be on curriculum design, specific

courses, or teacher training in a certain subject area. Communities
,

would be free to set up whatever programs they desired, whether they
dealt with higher standards, better prepared teachers, more moderq
equipment, or other points raised by the National Commission.

ADEA funds would also help prevent the spawning of a new
generation of "haveancl have-not" schools based on students' access to
microcomputers. This "have and have-not" dichotomy could

particularly affect urban school districts where fewer funds are

available for purchasing such items.
The ADEA would. help give -our nation's students--all of them- -

access to an improved educational system that will br ter prepare- Them
for the future. They deserve a system that promotes excellence at the
same time.

Finally, all of American society has a responsibility to reform our
public education system. Cur schools will improve only to the degree
that a significant proportion of our people care about, them and are
willing to work for educational change:
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